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Background: Time-reversal-invariance violation, or equivalently CP violation, may explain the observed
cosmological baryon asymmetry as well as indicate physics beyond the Standard Model. In the decay of
polarized neutrons, the triple correlation D〈 Jn〉/Jn · ( βe × pˆν) is a parity-even, time-reversal-odd observable
that is uniquely sensitive to the relative phase of the axial-vector amplitude with respect to the vector amplitude.
The triple correlation is also sensitive to possible contributions from scalar and tensor amplitudes. Final-state
effects contribute to D at the level of 10−5 and can be calculated with a precision of 1% or better.
Purpose: We have improved the sensitivity to T -odd, P -even interactions in nuclear β decay.
Methods: We measured proton-electron coincidences from decays of longitudinally polarized neutrons with
a highly symmetric detector array designed to cancel the time-reversal-even, parity-odd Standard-Model
contributions to polarized neutron decay. Over 300 million proton-electron coincidence events were used to
extract D and study systematic effects in a blind analysis.
Results: We find D = [−0.94 ± 1.89(stat) ± 0.97(sys)] × 10−4. This differs from the result of our recent paper
[Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 102301 (2011)] due to refinement of corrections for background and backscattering.
Conclusions: This is the most sensitive measurement of D in nuclear β decay. Our result can be interpreted as a
measurement of the phase of the ratio of the axial-vector and vector coupling constants (CA/CV = |λ|eiφAV ) with
φAV = 180.012◦ ± 0.028◦ (68%confidence level). This result can also be used to constrain time-reversal-violating
scalar and tensor interactions that arise in certain extensions to the Standard Model such as leptoquarks.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.86.035505 PACS number(s): 24.80.+y, 11.30.Er, 12.15.Ji, 13.30.Ce
I. INTRODUCTION
The symmetries of physical processes under the trans-
formations of charge conjugation (C), parity (P ), and time
reversal (T ) have played a central role in the development
of the Standard Model of elementary-particle interactions [1].
Time-reversal-symmetry violation (or T violation), which is
equivalent to CP violation under the assumption of CPT
symmetry, has been of particular interest because it is sensitive
to many kinds of new physics. The CP-violating parameters
of the Standard Model are the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) phase, which enters in the mixing of three generations
of quarks, and the parameter θQCD . The effect of the CKM
phase is strongly suppressed in the permanent electric dipole
moments (EDMs) of the neutron [2] and heavy atoms [3,4], and
recent EDM results combine to set upper limits on θQCD . All
laboratory measurements to date are consistent with a single
source of CP violation, i.e., the phase in the CKM matrix.
An exception may be the 3.2σ deviation observed recently as
an asymmetry in the production of pairs of like-sign muons
reported by the D0 Collaboration [5].
In spite of this success, laboratory and astrophysical
observations, which include neutrinos with nonzero masses,
the abundance of nonbaryonic dark matter, and the baryon
asymmetry of the universe, provide strong evidence that the
Standard Model is incomplete. Generation of the baryon
asymmetry requires CP violation that cannot be accounted
for by Standard-Model physics [6,7]. This provides strong
motivation to search for new sources of CP violation. Such
CP-violating phases would also, in general, affect T -odd
observables in neutron decay, in particular, the T -odd, P -even
triple correlation in polarized neutron decay.
We have measured the triple correlation in the decay of
polarized neutrons at the NIST Center for Neutron Research
(NCNR) using the emiT apparatus [8–10]. The D coefficient
is uniquely sensitive to the relative phase of vector and axial-
vector β-decay amplitudes and is also sensitive to scalar and
tensor currents. Our result, first reported in Ref. [11], sets a
new limit on this phase as well as on certain combinations of
scalar and tensor currents.
This paper presents the details of the experiment and
analysis and examines the implications of this result. The
paper is organized as follows: The context of the measurement
is presented in the remainder of this introduction. In Sec. II
the measurement principle based on the symmetries of the
apparatus is presented. The Monte Carlo simulations used
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to understand the apparatus and important details of the
performance of the apparatus are provided in Secs. III and IV.
In Sec. V we present the details of the data set; and Sec. VI is
a detailed discussion of all systematic effects and corrections
applied to the data. In Sec. VII we describe the principle of the
blind analysis and present the final result; and in section VIII
we summarize the implications of our result and prospects for
improved measurements.
A. Polarized neutron decay
If recoil-order corrections are neglected, the general form
of the Hamiltonian for β decay (e.g., n → peν¯) can be written
[12] as
Hint = ( ¯ψpγμψn)(CV ¯ψeγμψν + C ′V ¯ψeγμγ5ψν)
− ( ¯ψpγμγ5ψn)(CA ¯ψeγμγ5ψν + C ′A ¯ψeγμψν)
+ ( ¯ψpψn)(CS ¯ψeψν + C ′S ¯ψeγ5ψν)
+ 12 ( ¯ψpσλμψn)(CT ¯ψeσλμψν + C ′T ¯ψeσλμγ5ψν),
+H.c., (1)
where the subscripts V , A, S, and T , respectively, refer to
vector, axial-vector, scalar, and tensor contributions, and we
have left out the pseudoscalar amplitude, which vanishes in the
limit of nonrelativistic nucleons. By allowing the possibility
of T violation, the C’s are complex numbers, and there are
19 free parameters plus a single arbitrary overall phase. The
Standard Model is written with only left-handed V and A
interactions withCV = C ′V andCA = C ′A. Thus the number of
free parameters is reduced to three: |CV |, |CA|, and the relative
phase of λ = CA/CV . The value of |CV | = GF |Vud | follows
from the conserved-vector-current (CVC) hypothesis with GF
determined from the muon lifetime and |Vud | most precisely
determined from superallowed β decays [13]. The parameter
|λ| is determined from other measurements including the β-
asymmetry A term [14,15].
The Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) leads to the following differen-
tial decay rate for polarized neutrons and no final-state electron
polarization [12]:
dW
dEed
ed
ν
= S(Ee)
[
1 + ape · pν
EeEν
+ bme
Ee
+ P ·
(
A
pe
Ee
+ B pν
Eν
+ Dpe × pν
EeEν
)]
, (2)
where S(Ee) = F (Ee)peEe(Emax − Ee)2 is the phase-space
factor with F (Ee) the Fermi function for Z = 1, pe and pν
and Ee and Eν are the momentum and energy, respectively,
of the electron and antineutrino and the neutron polarization
P = 〈Jn〉
Jn
is the ensemble average of the neutron spin. The triple
correlation D〈Jn〉 · (pe × pν) is P -even but odd under motion
reversal. Time-reversal is the combination of motion-reversal
and initial-state–final-state reversal. Thus contributions to D
can originate fromT -violating interactions and fromfinal-state
effects, i.e., D = D  T + DFSI [16], where
DFSI ≈ 1.1 × 10−5 pe
pmaxe
+ 0.3 × 10−5 p
max
e
pe
. (3)
For the neutron DFSI ≈ 1.2 × 10−5 and can be calculated to
1% or better [17–19].
In the neutron rest frame, pν = −(pp + pe) (since, for cold
neutrons, the neutron velocity in the laboratory frame has a
negligible effect), and the triple correlation can be written as
D〈Jn〉 · (pe × pν) = D〈Jn〉 · (pp × pe). (4)
We therefore extract D by measuring proton-electron angular
correlations in polarized-neutron decay.
B. The physics of D T
In the context of Eq. (1), D  T depends on the coefficients
CV , CA, CS , and CT and can be written as [17]
ξD  T = − 2√
3
|MF ||MGT |Im[CVC∗A + C ′V C ′∗A ]
+ 2√
3
|MF ||MGT |Im[CSC∗T + C ′SC ′∗T ]
− 2√
3
|MF ||MGT |αme
pe
Re[CSC∗A + C ′SC ′∗A
−CVC∗T − C ′V C ′∗T ], (5)
where |MF | and |MGT | are matrix elements for Fermi and
Gamow-Teller transitions (for neutrons, |MGT |2/|MF |2 = 3),
and
ξ = |MF |2(|CV |2 + |C ′V |2 + |CS |2 + |C ′S |2)
+ |MGT |2(|CA|2 + |C ′A|2 + |CT |2 + |C ′T |2). (6)
We assume terms quadratic in CS and CT can be neglected in
ξ , and we take CV = C ′V and CA = C ′A (i.e., left-handed V -A
interactions) so that
D  T ≈ 11 + 3|λ|2
{
−2Im(CVC
∗
A)
|CV |2 +
Im(CSC∗T + C ′SC ′∗T )
|CV |2
+ αm
pe
Re
(
λ∗
C∗T + C ′∗T
C∗A
− λ∗ CS + C
′
S
CV
)}
, (7)
where λ = |λ|eiφAV = CA/CV . The first term is sensitive to
φAV , the phase of λ, and can be approximately written as
DVA T ≈ 0.435 sinφAV for |λ| = 1.2694 [20]. The remaining
terms show sensitivity to combinations of scalar and tensor
amplitudes that signal beyond-Standard-Model physics.
Standard-Model CP violation makes very small contribu-
tions to D  T . The CKM phase enters light-quark processes
at loop level, yielding D  T ≈ 10−12 [21,22]. The parameter
θQCD is tightly constrained by the EDMs of the neutron and
199Hg and also makes a very small contribution to D  T , i.e.,
less than 10−14 [21,22]. Beyond-Standard-Model physics, in
particular left-right symmetric models, exotic fermions, and
leptoquarks, gives rise to couplings that contribute to D  T at a
level comparable to the sensitivity of the current experiment;
however, it has been argued that limits on T -odd, P -odd
observables, in particular EDMs, can be used to place limits
on T -odd, P -even interactions and thus on D T by calculating
the T -odd, P -even effects of radiative loops on T -odd, P -odd
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TABLE I. Expected contributions to D T for
neutron decay from parameters of the Standard
Model and beyond-Standard-Model physics based
on measurements in other systems. The broad
range of limits arises in the cases of significant
model dependence.
Source Limit on D T
CKM phase 10−12
θQCD 2 × 10−15
Left-right symmetry 10−7–10−5
Non-SM fermions 10−7–10−5
Charged Higgs SUSY 10−7–10−6
Leptoquark 10−5–10−4
interactions [23–27]. For the neutron EDM, this limit is more
stringent than the sensitivity of the experiment described here
by asmuch as an order ofmagnitude. This argument is based on
the assumption of complete absence of cancellations between
different contributions to the neutron EDM, which cannot be
a priori excluded [27]. Table I summarizes the contributions
to D T from the Standard Model and extensions.
C. Recent results
The two most recent measurements of D in neutron decay
are from emiT-I and the TRINE experiment at the Institute
Laue Langevin, Grenoble (ILL). For emiT-I, D = [−6 ±
12(stat) ± 5(sys)] × 10−4 [9], and the TRINE result was D =
[−2.8 ± 6.4(stat) ± 3.0(sys)] × 10−4 [28]. The Particle Data
Group average for the neutron [20] also includes results from
Refs. [29–31]. A measurement in 19Ne, where the final-state
interactions are more than an order of magnitude larger than
for the neutron, resulted in D19Ne = [0.7 ± 6] × 10−4 [32,33].
We also note that the R coefficient of the T -odd, P -odd
correlation Jn · (pe × σ e), which is linearly sensitive to S and
T amplitudes, has recently been measured for the neutron [34]
and for 8Li [35].
II. THE emiT-II EXPERIMENT
The emiT experiment was designed to measure proton-
electron coincidences in the decay of neutrons polarized along
the axis of an array of detectors. The symmetry of the detector
array allowed us to discriminate the triple correlation from the
T -even, P -odd A- and B-coefficient correlations. The layout
of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The cold neutron beam
was transported by the neutron guide NG6 to the experiment.
The neutrons were polarized and passed through a spin flipper.
Downstream of the spin flipper, neutron spins were adiabati-
cally transported through rotation of the magnetic field to the
longitudinal direction, along the axis of the detector array.
The detector array, illustrated in Fig. 2, consists of four
electron detectors alternating with four proton-detector
planes arranged in an octagonal geometry concentric with
the neutron beam. Each of the four proton-detector planes
consists of 16 separate cells arranged in two rows of eight
cells. The protons are detected by negatively biased surface
barrier detectors (SBDs) that are incorporated into focusing
cells as illustrated in Fig. 3. Within the fiducial volume of the
detector array, neutrons are polarized parallel or antiparallel
to the magnetic field depending on the state of the spin flipper.
The magnetic field in the detector region is approximately
560 μT in magnitude and is nominally aligned parallel to the
neutron beam and detector axis.
A. Electron-proton coincidence events
The data set consists of 512 sets of coincidence events from
the combination of the 64 proton cells and the four electron
detectors for the two spin-flipper states. The total number of
counts for a given run time is labeled as Npiej± , where the ±
indicates the spin-flipper state (neutrons nominally parallel or
opposite to the magnetic field B), pi labels the proton cell, and
ej labels the electron detector. The neutron-spin dependence of
the count rates depends on the correlations labeled byA,B, and
D and is given by the difference of rates for the two spin-flipper
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Supermirror
Polarizer
Be-coated
Neutron Guide
Spin
Flipper
Spin Transport
Solenoids
Guide Coils Beam Dump
Beam
Shutter
Cold
Neutron
Beam
Bi
Filter
meters
emiT Detector 6Li Beam Stop
n
flipper-off
flipper-on
J
FIG. 1. Layout of the emiT-II experiment beamline. The neutron beam is nominally unpolarized upstream of the polarizer and is vertically
polarized downstream. Polarized neutrons are guided within beryllium-coated glass tubes to the detector. As shown, the spin flipper reverses
the direction of the vertical magnetic field B over a short distance so that the neutron spin Jn, which remains polarized vertically upward,
reverses with respect to the magnetic field. Downstream of the spin flipper, solenoids rotate the magnetic field into the horizontal direction,
parallel to the neutron beam.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The emiT-detector array. (a) Side view showing proton-detector planes, with 16 proton cells (2 × 8) in each plane, and
50-cm-long electron detectors. (b) End view showing the four proton-detector planes and four electron detectors. The magnetic field, directed
parallel to the average neutron velocity, causes the proton and electron trajectories to be curved as indicated by the greatly exaggerated paths
shown. In this paper, we refer to the magnitude of the relative angles between a proton detector and electron detector; e.g., for proton detector p1,
these are 35◦, 55◦, 125◦, and 145◦, for e4, e1, e3, and e2 respectively. For reference, distances are measured from the center of the detector array.
states, while the average of rates includes the spin-independent
β-neutrino correlation (a term).
In order to isolate the neutron-spin-dependent terms, we
define the asymmetry
wpiej = N
piej
+ − Npiej−
N
piej
+ + Npiej−
. (8)
In principle, the Npiej± follow from integrating Eq. (2) over the
neutron beam, the detectors’ acceptances, electronmomentum,
and neutrino angles for a fixed time so that
wpiej ≈
A〈βeP · pˆe〉+B〈P · pˆν〉+D
〈
βe
(pp
pν
)
P · (pˆp × pˆe)
〉
〈1〉 + a〈βepˆe · pˆν〉 ,
(9)
where βe = ve/c is the electron velocity, P is the neutron
polarization at a given position, and the angle brackets (〈 〉)
indicate that each term is averaged over energies, the neutron-
beam distribution, and solid angles for proton detector pi and
electron detector ej . As shown below, the D-coefficient term
can be isolated by forming a specific combination ofwpiej that
cancels the parity-violating A and B correlations.
B. The ideal experiment
In order to explain the analysis technique, we begin by
considering an ideal experiment with uniform longitudinal
neutron polarization (P = P zˆ), uniform neutron-beamdensity,
and uniform efficiencies for all proton and electron detectors.
Consider a proton detected in p1 in coincidence with an
electron detected in either detector e2 or e3 as shown in Fig. 2.
(Coincidence rates of detectors with smaller relative angle,
e.g., p1 with e1 and e4, were about 15–25 times lower and were
not used to extractD in this analysis.) For longitudinal neutron
polarization, the asymmetry from Eq. (9) can be written as
wpiej ≈ Pκpiej
[
D
〈
βe
(
pp
pν
)
zˆ · (pˆp × pˆe)
〉
+A〈βe cos θe〉 + B〈cos θν〉
]
, (10)
where θe and θν are the polar angles of the electron and
antineutrino with respect to the neutron polarization P, and
κpiej = 1〈1〉 + a〈βepˆe · pˆν〉 .
It is useful to define an instrumental constant that characterizes
the sensitivity of wpiej to the triple correlation, i.e., KpiejD =
∂wpiej /∂D, or
K
piej
D ≈ κpiej
〈
βe
(
pp
pν
)
zˆ · (pˆp × pˆe)
〉
. (11)
The KpiejD used in the analysis were determined by Monte
Carlo studies and are discussed in Sec. VIG.
To isolate the triple correlation,we note that the longitudinal
component of the cross product, zˆ · (pˆp × pˆe), has opposite
sign forp1e3 andp1e2 coincidences: forp1e3, it is positive, and
for p1e2, it is negative. Thus we form a difference of spin-flip
asymmetries for the two electron detectors. For example, for
p1 we have vp1 = 12 (wp1e3 − wp1e2 ). From Eq. (10), the vpi for
longitudinal polarization are
vp1 ≈ ¯KDPD
+P A
2
[κp1e3〈βe cos θe〉p1e3 − κp1e2〈βe cos θe〉p1e2 ]
+P B
2
[κp1e3〈cos θν〉p1e3 − κp1e2〈cos θν〉p1e2 ], (12)
where ¯KD = 12 (Kp1e3D − Kp1e2D ). Due to the P -odd, T -even
correlations combinedwith the strong anticorrelation of proton
and electron momenta, the asymmetries depend strongly on
the axial position of the proton cell. (Data are shown in
Figs. 12 and 13.) For example, if we assume D = 0, the
vpj and wpiej are equal but opposite for the upstream proton
cell and an axially symmetric downstream proton cell, e.g.,
vp1 = −vp15 . Also note that in the absence of the 560-μT
magnetic field, the vpi are opposite for the adjacent proton
cell, e.g., vp1 = −vp2 . Thus, for an ideal experiment with
uniform longitudinal polarization and beam, the average of
vpi from an upstream-downstream pair of proton cells (e.g.,
vp1 and vp15 ) or adjacent cells (e.g., vp1 and vp2 ) will cancel
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Proton-cell layout with calculated
equipotential surfaces (green) and proton paths (blue) for 25 kV.
(b) Monte Carlo–generated hit pattern for 5000 incident proton
trajectories. The neutron beam is centered on the right-hand side
of the figure.
the β-asymmetry and neutrino-asymmetry terms, leaving the
D-coefficient term; however, the magnetic field affects the
average of βe differently for odd (e.g., p1) and even (e.g., p2)
proton detectors. Thus we combine data for all four proton
cells in order to isolate D.
1. Transverse neutron polarization
A small misalignment of the magnetic field with respect to
the detector axis gives rise to transverse-polarization effects.
In the limit of a small beam diameter and a small angular
acceptance of the proton cell, the average proton momentum
〈pp〉 is the same for the two electron detectors (e.g., e3 and
e2). For transverse polarization, indicated by the subscript T ,
we can write
v
pi
T ≈ vT sin(φP − φpi ), (13)
where φP is the azimuthal angle of the polarization, φpi
is the effective azimuthal position of the proton cell as
indicated in Fig. 2, and vT ≈ 0.46P sin θP . The factor 0.46
is consistent with both Monte Carlo simulations and the
transverse-polarization calibration runs discussed in Sec. VI F.
Thus, for uniform neutron density and polarization, the
sinusoidal dependence of vpiT on the azimuthal position of
the proton-cell averages to zero when data from all four
proton-detector planes are combined.
2. Extracting D
In order to cancel the effects of transverse polarization,
the β and neutrino asymmetries, and the 560-μT magnetic
field, we must combine the vpi from at least 16 proton cells
symmetrically locatedwith respect to the center of the detector:
two adjacent cells upstream of the detector center paired with
two adjacent downstream cells from all four proton planes.
Each set of 16 proton cells has the same |zpi |, i.e., zpi = ±2,
±6, ±10, and ±14 cm. For example, the shaded proton cells
indicated in Fig. 2 correspond to zpi = ±10 cm. For each |zpi |
we define a measured quantity ˜D given by
˜D = 1
¯KDP
∑
|zpi |=const
vpi , (14)
where ¯KD = 0.378 ± 0.019 as discussed in Sec. VIG. Due to
the symmetry with respect to the detector center, each of the
four possible ˜D is an independent measurement of the same
nominal quantity. This provides cross-checks and maximum
statistical power. The ˜D are subject to a variety of systematic
effects that are estimated and applied as corrections in order
to determine D. Corrections to ˜D are discussed in Sec. VI.
III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
Monte Carlo simulations were used both in the design of
the experiment and to estimate several of the systematic effects
that impact the analysis. Separate simulations addressed the
detector responses, proton focusing cells, and neutron-spin
transport.
To track electrons, we used PENELOPE [36], which has
been experimentally validated for a variety of kinematics of
relevance to neutron decay [37]. To track protons we used a
custom code embedded into PENELOPE. The Monte Carlo code
used the measured beam distributions and took into account
the 560-μT axial magnetic field and details of the detector as
described below.
Simulations used a detector model that included all surfaces
visible to decaying particles including cryopanels and the
proton-cell ground planes. For simplicity in backscattering
studies, the grids on the proton detectors were replaced in the
model with solid foil, and the simulations were verified for
this substitution. The PENELOPE-based Monte Carlo code was
used to analyze the effects of the electron response function
and backscattering of protons and electrons. Section VIC
provides details on how the backscattering eventswere studied.
Section VID gives details on the issues associated with the
scintillator response.
A separate simulation using SIMION [38,54] was developed
to track proton trajectories within the proton cells, and proton-
cell efficiencies were determined for events generated by the
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PENELOPE-basedMonte Carlo simulation. The detailed proton-
cell geometry was used to determine the electric fields and to
analyze focusing efficiency as a function of incident proton
momentum and position on the focusing-cell grid.
The energy-loss code SRIM [39] was used to provide proton-
energy-loss backscattering probabilities. In addition, SBD
models were used with SRIM calculations to evaluate the res-
ponse, energy loss, and buildup of condensation on the SBDs.
The propagation of neutron-spin components from the
polarizer and through the spin flipper and guide field were
modeled by numerical integration of the Bloch equations using
Monte Carlo techniques to generate neutron trajectories [40].
IV. APPARATUS PERFORMANCE
Detailed descriptions of the experiment components, in-
cluding the beamline, polarization, spin flipper, spin-transport
magnetic fields, and the detector array for the emiT-II run are
described in detail in Refs. [9,10,40–42]. Here we summarize
specific features that impact the analysis and systematic effects
described in this paper.
A. Beam
Lead-backed lithium-glass collimators defined the beam
and reduced backgrounds at the detector. The beam dump was
located 2mdownstreamof the detector andwas also composed
of lithium glass. A 3-mm hole in the glass allowed neutrons to
pass through and the beam rate to be monitored continuously
throughout the run. Themean neutron capture flux (the average
of the neutron flux weighted by the inverse neutron velocity,
1/vn) was monitored with a fission monitor [43].
Estimates of the distribution of neutron density were used in
the Monte Carlo modeling of the experimental and systematic
effects. The cold neutron beam from NG6 was mapped by
activating a 25-μm-thick, natural-abundance dysprosium foil.
Neutron absorption on 164Dy (28.2% abundance) follows the
1/vn law, and the foil is thin enough to provide a sufficiently
accurate measure of the neutron density. The activated foil
was subsequently laid on a β-sensitive film, and the exposure
was measured with an image reader with pixel resolution
of 200 × 200 μm [44]. Maps 18 cm upstream and 18 cm
downstream of the center of the detector array are shown in
Fig. 4. The dominant features of the maps are the expansion
of the beam (by about 5 mm in radius over the 80-cm length
of the detector array) and the horizontal shift of the beam,
which is due to the properties of the polarizer. The beam
expansion affects the longitudinal cancelations of the vpi from
upstream-downstream combinations and leads to a systematic
effect discussed in Secs. VI E and VI F.
B. Polarization and spin flipper
The neutron polarizer is a supermirror bender (PSM) [45].
Neutrons are polarized parallel to the vertical magnetic field
of the PSM. The spin flipper consists of two closely spaced
current sheets with horizontal currents. The magnetic field
from the upstream current sheet was parallel to the PSM
field, and the current in the downstream current sheet could be
set parallel or antiparallel to the upstream current sheet. For
FIG. 4. (Color online) Neutron-beam distributions for positions
18 cmupstreamof the center of the detector (a) and 18 cmdownstream
of the detector center (b). Contours show the film exposure relative
to the maximum at the center of the upstream map.
parallel currents, the vertical magnetic field reverses direction
over a distance of about 1 mm, corresponding to a time of
about 2 μs in the rest frame of a cold neutron. This time
is short compared to the inverse Larmor frequency, and the
neutron spin does not follow the magnetic field adiabatically.
The result is that the neutron spin remains oriented in the
original upward direction while the magnetic field reverses
from upward to downward, thus reversing the projection of the
spin with respect to the magnetic-field direction, as indicated
in Fig. 1. Small transverse neutron-spin components which do
arise precess around the magnetic guide field as the neutrons
move through the apparatus. Thus the polarization direction
of a decaying neutron depends on the vertex of the decay
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FIG. 5. Neutron polarization map showing the position depen-
dence of the estimated lower limit on neutron polarization assuming
P = AP . The top and bottom are cut off by the collimating mask
that defined the aperture of the analyzer. The increase of polarization
from left to right is due to the PSM bending properties.
as well as the neutron’s velocity and the magnetic field. The
distribution of neutron velocities leads to azimuthal averaging
of the transverse polarization components. The 560-μT field
was chosen so that the averaged transverse component of the
neutron polarization P varied by less than 2 × 10−3 across
the detector. The spin-flipper state was reversed every 10 s.
Downstream of the spin flipper, the guide field adiabatically
rotates the neutron spin into the longitudinal direction, and P
remains longitudinal throughout the detector array.
The polarization was measured and mapped using a second
polarizer as an analyzer downstream from the spin flipper [10].
A map of the estimated neutron polarization, under the as-
sumption of a perfect spin flipper and identical polarization and
analyzing power (P = AP ), is shown in Fig. 5. Though neither
of these assumptions is accurate, this provides a lower limit on
the neutron polarization [10]. The increase in polarization from
left to right is a property of the polarizer and leads to effects
that are discussed in Sec. VI F. When the neutron polarization
is averaged across the beam, its lower limit is P > 0.91 (90%
C.L.), and we use P = 0.95 ± 0.05 in the analysis of D. The
polarization and spin-flipper characteristics appeared to be
quite stable over long periods, and the measured polarization
was consistent with that measured for the first emiT run, which
set the lower limit of P > 93% [9].
C. Magnetic fields
Within the detector region, the magnetic field was main-
tained by a set of eight 0.95-m-diameter coils uniformly
spaced over 2 m. The outermost coils had independently
adjustable currents, while the inner six coils were connected
in series. The current, alignment, and position of each coil
were set to optimize the longitudinal field uniformity. An
array of longitudinal coils was deployed as a cosine magnet to
cancel uniform transverse magnetic-field components. These
coils were also used to rotate the magnetic field for the
transverse-polarization calibration runs. Additional trimming
of nonuniform components of themagnetic fieldwas necessary
due to the magnetized steel in the floor and magnetic fields
from other instruments in the NCNR guide hall [40,41]. The
currents in all coils were nominally constant with no active
compensation; however, all currents were monitored, and the
fields in the vicinity of the decay region were continuously
measured using two three-axis flux-gate magnetometers.
Magnet-current and detector-field monitor data were used to
define cuts on the data as described Sec. VII A.
Themagnetic field in the detector regionwasmappedwith a
three-axis fluxgate magnetometer before and after the emiT-II
run. The large axial field of 560μTmade precise measurement
of the transverse component difficult due to flexing of the
support rail for the magnetometer; however, it was possible to
estimate transverse components of 1–3μT. The corresponding
magnetic-field misalignment was measured to be as large as
5.4 mrad, which was consistent with estimates based on the
transverse-polarization calibration runs described in Sec. VI F.
D. Detector overview
The detector array is shown schematically in Fig. 2.
The main detector chamber was milled from a single block
of aluminum. The chamber was supported on kinematic
mounts and included mounts for cross-hair assemblies at both
the upstream and downstream ends. Beamline and detector
components were mechanically positioned and aligned to
better than 1 mm and 2 mrad, respectively. The alignment
was checked with cross-hairs during final assembly.
The vacuum during data taking was maintained using a
cryopump just downstream of the main detector chamber.
In addition, liquid-nitrogen-cooled cryopanels were situated
at the ends of the proton detector assembly. The vacuum
measured in this region was typically in the range of
(3–4) × 10−7 Torr. This low pressure significantly reduced
backgrounds due to neutron interactions with residual gas and
minimizes the possibility of scattering and neutralization of
decay protons, though changes in the proton detector dead
layers of roughly 3% per month, most likely due to the buildup
of volatile materials, were observed.
E. Proton detectors
A proton-detector cell is illustrated in Fig. 3. Each cell
consisted of a grounded box with the top and the upper
half of the sides covered by a grounded wire mesh (97%
transmitting) through which the recoil protons entered. Once
inside the box, the protons were accelerated and focused
onto the SBD (Ortec model AB-020-300-300-S) by the field
produced by a cylindrical tube maintained at a negative
potential with respect to ground. During the course of the
experiment, the acceleration voltage was varied in the range
25 to 31 kV. Geometric constraints required that the SBD be
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positioned off-center relative to the focusing tube. In addition,
the cryogenic epoxy holding the silicon wafer into its mount
varied in thickness by up to one millimeter around the edge of
the detector ring. These and other imperfections were included
in the Monte Carlo model of the proton focusing discussed in
Sec. III. The proton SBD active layer was 300 μm thick and
300 mm2 in area.
The proton detectors were periodically calibrated in situ
with 241Am and 109Cd γ -ray sources. Typical detector reso-
lution was 4 keV full width at half maximum (FWHM) but
varied by several keV from channel to channel and over time.
In most channels, thresholds were adjusted to reduce the count
rates. This also resulted in truncating part of the accelerated
proton spectrum, thus introducing a proton-energy-dependent
efficiency and systematic effect discussed in Sec. VID. Low-
energy tails on the proton peaks, observed in some channels,
were of particular concern because of the thresholds. The
source of these tails was not determined and may have been
due to a combination of a number of possibilities including
dead-layer buildup and scattering from the focusing tubes
themselves. In addition, reversible buildup of the detector dead
layers was observed to occur over time.
During the experiment, detectors showed a variety of
problems, including high leakage currents and breakdown, and
a portion of the data were taken with fewer than 64 operating
SBDs. Over the course of the experiment, however, only a few
SBDswere not operational at any one time, andwhen averaged
over the entire run, every proton cell had a duty factor greater
than about 90%.
F. Electron detectors
Electron detectors were 50 × 8.4 cm in area and 0.64 cm
thick, made of BC408 plastic scintillators with Burle-8850
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) at each end. The scintillator
thickness was sufficient to stop a 1-MeV electron and was
therefore adequate for detecting neutron-decay electrons,
which have an endpoint energy of 782 keV. The scintillators
were wrapped in aluminized mylar and 20-μm-thick alu-
minum foil to prevent charging and to shield the detectors
from X-rays and field-emission electrons. This thickness of
aluminum stopped electrons of energy up to about 50 keV at
normal incidence and led to energy loss of 20 keV for incident
electrons with energy of 200 keV. The foil and mylar were
included in all Monte Carlo simulations.
Scintillation photons guided to either end of the scintillator
by total internal reflection at the smooth surfaces were detected
by the PMTs. An electron event requires coincidence of both
PMTs within a timing window of 100 ns. The time difference
of the phototube signals at the two ends of each scintillator was
available to determine the electron position with a resolution
of about 10 cm but was not used in the analysis.
The electron detectors were calibrated periodically during
the run using a 207Bi source. Conversion electrons were
incident on the backside of the scintillators, passing though
a thin Kapton vacuum window and through holes in the mylar
and aluminum foils. Gain drifts of up to 3% per month were
observed, and PMT base voltages were occasionally adjusted
to stabilize the gains. Remaining drifts were compensated for
run by run in the analysis using features of the neutron-decay-
electron-energy spectrum. A threshold of 80-keV detected
electron energywas applied to the data in order to eliminate the
effects of residual gain drifts. The effects of remaining small
nonuniformities in electron-energy threshold and response are
discussed in Sec. VID.
G. Monitors
The following parameters were continuously logged during
data taking:
(i) magnetic fields at two positions within the detector
magnetic-field coils using three-axis fluxgate magne-
tometers,
(ii) currents in all magnetic-field coils including neutron-
guide solenoids and longitudinal and transverse detec-
tor coils,
(iii) the neutron capture-flux monitor,
(iv) proton-cell acceleration voltage, and
(v) SBD bias voltage and leakage current.
The cuts based on these monitor data were used to test
for systematic effects and for cross-checks of the results, as
discussed in Sec. VII A.
V. DATA
The neutron-decay data consisted of proton-electron coinci-
dence events that recorded which detectors were hit, amplitude
of the pulse in each detector, spin-flipper state, and proton
time of flight (tep). Data were acquired from October 2002
to November 2003 with some breaks for reactor and detector
maintenance. The data were separated into runs of up to about
four hours duration, and a total of 934 runs were included in
the final data set.
Figure 6 shows the detected proton energy versus proton
time of flight for all events. Events prior to tep = 0 are
random coincidences and are used to estimate background
rates as described in Sec. VIA. The feature near tep = 0
primarily consists of true coincidences that are very closely
spaced in time compared to neutron-decay-proton-electron
events. These prompt coincidences arise from several sources
including cosmic-ray muons and neutron capture, which pro-
duces γ rays that produce a false proton-electron coincidence
through Compton scattering or pair production. In Fig. 7
we show the detected proton-energy spectrum for the timing
window −0.75 < tep < 0.12μs as a function of detected SBD
amplitude. Accelerated protons, primarily from neutron decay,
produce the narrow peak at ≈25 keV. The broad feature at
higher energy is the minimum-ionizing peak for relativistic
charged particles, e.g., from high-energy γ interactions and
cosmic rays. The pre-prompt data provided an estimate of
the random-coincidence contribution to the background, as
discussed in Sec. VIA.
Typical count rates were 3 and 100 s−1 for single proton
and electron detectors, respectively, while the coincidence rate
for the entire array was typically 25 s−1. A total of 4.7 ×
108 raw events were acquired. Of these, limits on magnetic
field, leakage current, and other monitors removed 12% of
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Two-dimensional spectra showing proton energy vs proton time-of-flight vs log of counts for all data. The boxes show
the cuts used in the analysis (decay window) and used to determine the random-coincidence background contribution (pre-prompt window).
The pre-prompt events consist primarily of accelerated decay protons in coincidence with an uncorrelated electron-detector hit.
the events, the analysis threshold on electron energy removed
14%, and the single-electron-hit requirement removed 7% of
the raw events. The data were filtered by cuts on the parameters
described in Sec. IVG as well as on the detected electron-
energy and the requirement of a single-electron-detector hit.
We also rejected events during a spin flip and during any
unpaired spin-flip cycle at the end of a run in order to ensure
equal time in each spin-flipper state. A summary of the final
event selection is shown in Table II.
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FIG. 7. Typical proton-energy spectrum for the “prompt” timing
window −0.75 < tep < 0.12 μs. The data and fit are shown as plus
signs and a solid line, respectively. The lines are components of
the fit due to neutron-decay protons (dots), minimum ionizing (long
dashes), and a low-energy continuum determined from runs with zero
proton-acceleration voltage (short dashes).
Most of the data were taken with nominal proton-
acceleration voltages of 28 kV with smaller data sets at 25,
27, and 31 kV. The 27-kV data were acquired during the initial
running stages in 2002. Discussion of the data and results for
different proton-acceleration voltages, running conditions, and
detector configurations are discussed in Sec. VII A.
VI. SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS
Equation (14) is based on an ideal symmetric experiment,
which incorporates the following assumptions: (a) accurate
determination of the number of coincidences for each proton-
cell–electron-detector combination, i.e., accurate background
corrections; (b) absence of proton and electron backscattering;
(c) symmetry of the detector, specifically the equivalence
of proton cells and uniform proton- and electron-detection
efficiencies; (d) uniformity of the neutron beam; (e) uniform
longitudinal polarization; and (f) accurate determination of
¯KD and P . A number of effects break the symmetries of
the experiment and are accounted for by corrections to ˜D
discussed in detail in this section.
TABLE II. Summary of the final event selection.
Description Approximate number
Raw events 4.7 ×108
Monitor cuts 5.6 ×107 (12%)
Electron-energy threshold 6.6 ×107 (14%)
Electron-detector multiplicity 3.3 ×107 (7%)
Final event sample 3.2 ×108
Random coincidences 1.0 ×107
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TABLE III. Averages over all detectors of background
fractions for each background component.
Source ¯b (10−3)
Accidental coincidences 2 ± 2
Low-energy continuum 6 ± 2
Minimum ionizing 0.003 ± 0.002
A. Backgrounds
A valid event was defined as the coincidence of a proton-
detector signal and electron-detector signal that met the
selection criteria on proton and electron energy, proton time
of flight, and the monitor data. Electron detection required a
coincidence of both phototubes in one scintillator panel with
detected electron energy above 80 keV. The proton-energy–
time-of-flight window is shown in Fig. 6. Estimates of the
background fractions piej for each contribution are discussed
below, and the averages over all detectors, ¯b, are given in
Table III.
1. Accidental coincidences
The count rates for each spin-flipper state were corrected
for accidental coincidences on a run-by-run basis by scaling
the counts in the pre-prompt timing window (−12.3 < tep <
−0.75 μs) shown in Fig. 6. These random coincidences
had the expected exponential dependence with respect to
proton time of flight. A fit revealed a time constant of
2690 ± 730 μs, which is sufficiently long that we made no
adjustment for proton time of flight. This results in a correction
to the background fraction ¯b due to accidental coincidences
estimated to be (2 ± 2) × 10−3.
2. Prompt coincidences
A typical proton-energy spectrum for the prompt timing
window (−0.75 to 0.12 μs) is shown in Fig. 7. The dominant
components are the peak at≈25 keVdue to the accelerated pro-
tons from neutron decay, minimum ionizing charged particles
predominantly due to cosmic-ray muons, and a background
continuum. The low-energy behavior of the continuum was
studied with high-voltage-off data, which eliminated the
accelerated-proton peak. This component appears to fit well to
a double exponential.
B. Background-related contributions to ˜D
The asymmetries wpiej must be corrected for background
to determine the background-free asymmetries wpiej0 . The
correction is
w
piej
0 − wpiej = piejb wpiej − piejb wpiejb . (15)
The first term is the multiplicative correction to wpiej
due to the dilution of the asymmetries by backgrounds.
This dilution can produce a contribution if the back-
ground corrections are nonuniform and do not com-
pletely cancel when the wpiej are combined into ˜D.
The multiplicative correction to ˜D was determined using
measured piej and wpiej according to Eq. (15), resulting in
a correction to ˜D of (0.03 ± 0.09) × 10−4. The multiplicative
correction is dominated by the exponential components of the
prompt events shown in Fig. 7. The second term in Eq. (15)
is due to a possible asymmetry in the background, wpiejb . The
w
piej
b were found to be uniform and consistent with zero across
the detector and were combined according to Eq. (14) to find
˜Db, which was scaled by the total of ¯b for all contributions.
The additive correction to ˜D was (−0.07 ± 0.07) × 10−4. For
the result reported in Ref. [11], no correction was made for the
additive-background effect.
C. Backscattering
Backscattering events fall into two categories: (1) particles
scattered from somewhere in the apparatus to a proton cell
or electron detector and (2) incident protons and electrons
that scattered from the respective detectors without registering
a hit. Particles backscattered from the proton and electron
detectors lead to multiplicative and additive corrections to the
wpiej that can affect ˜D in a manner similar to background
effects. Backscattering also affects theKpiejD and is discussed in
Sec. VIG.
Backscattering corrections to ˜D were determined byMonte
Carlo simulationswith empirical validation based on studies of
the 35◦ and 55◦ proton-electron coincidences. Backscattering
probabilities were similar for all proton-detector–electron-
detector combinations; however, the rate of neutron-decay
coincidence counts for the 35◦ and 55◦ pairings was about
a factor of 15–25 less than for the 125◦ and 145◦ pairings used
to determine ˜D. Data from the 35◦ and 55◦ pairings are shown
in the electron-energy–proton-time-of-flight plane in Fig. 8.
The boxes indicate three distinct kinematic regions: primary
neutron-decay events for the 35◦ and 55◦ proton-electron
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Data for electron energy vs proton-electron
delay time for proton cell p1 in coincidence with electron detector
e1 at 55◦. The boxes indicate regions of kinematically allowed
proton-electron coincidences (region A), electron backscattering
from detector elements across from the proton cell (region B), and
proton backscattering (region C).
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coincidences are restricted to region A; region B consists of
higher energy electrons, which are primarily electrons with
initial momentum directed at large angles with respect to
the detected proton but detected in the 35◦ or 55◦ electron
detector due to backscattering; region C corresponds to
high-energy electrons from events with large proton-electron
angular separation and delayed proton time of flight, which
are primarily due to proton backscattering. The backscatter
fractions are estimated from the data by integrating within the
boxes in Fig. 8 or by fitting the time-of-flight spectra and are
consistent with the Monte Carlo predictions.
1. Electron backscattering
Electron backscattering was incorporated into the Monte
Carlo simulations using PENELOPE. The multiplicative cor-
rection to ˜D was determined by using estimates of the
backscattering fractions from the Monte Carlo simulations
to correct the measured wpiej similarly to the background
corrections given in Eq. (15). With the correction applied,
˜D changes by (0.11 ± 0.03) × 10−4, where the uncertainty
reflects the 20% uncertainty assigned to the Monte Carlo
results due to limitations of the detector and beam model and
limited knowledge of backscattering at these low energies. The
additive correction would vanish for isotropic backscattering
and uniform detector efficiency; however, the beam expansion,
magnetic field, and detector elements break these symmetries.
The result for the additive correction to ˜D is (0.09 ± 0.07) ×
10−4 and is limited by the statistical precision of the Monte
Carlo simulation due to the small fraction of backscatter
events. This additive-electron-backscattering correction was
not applied in the analysis reported in Ref. [11].
2. Proton backscattering
Backscattered protons in principle affect the asymmetries
similarly to backscattered electrons. Proton-backscattering
probabilities determined with SRIM were input into the Monte
Carlo simulation. While the proton-backscattering proba-
bilities at the energies characteristic of neutron decay are
comparable to electron-backscattering probabilities, there is a
large probability for neutralization [46]. Detailed calculations
lead to the conclusion that proton-backscattering effects on
˜D are approximately an order of magnitude smaller than
electron-backscattering effects, and we set an upper limit on
the correction to ˜D of 0.03 × 10−4. This upper limit is reflected
in the uncertainty given in Table IV.
D. Efficiency corrections
Eq. (9) shows that the wpiej depend directly on the energy
dependence of the efficiencies through the β and neutrino
correlations. Spatial variations of the proton- and electron-
energy-dependent efficiencies break the symmetry assumed
in combining proton-cell data as given in Eq. (14). In this
section, we discuss the effects of axial and azimuthal variation
of the electron energy thresholds and the variation of the
proton-energy-dependent efficiency as a result of changes of
individual SBD thresholds.
TABLE IV. Systematic error corrections in units of 10−4. We
determined upper limits on the magnitude of corrections for proton
backscattering, polarization nonuniformity, and the ATP-twist effect,
and thus these corrections are indicated as 0 with the upper limit
indicated by the uncertainty. Corrections for spin-correlated flux and
spin-correlated polarization are less than 0.01 × 10−4, and thus no
correction was made, and the contribution to the uncertainty was
negligible.
Source Correction Uncertainty
Background additive −0.07 0.07
Multiplicativea 0.03 0.09
Electron backscattering additive 0.09 0.07
Multiplicative 0.11 0.03
Proton backscattering 0 0.03
Electron threshold nonuniformity 0.04 0.10
Proton-threshold effect −0.29 0.41
Beam expansion −1.50 0.40
Polarization nonuniformity 0 0.10
ATP-misalignment −0.07 0.72
ATP-twist 0 0.24
Spin-correlated flux 0 <0.01
Spin-correlated polarization 0 <0.01
Polarization b 0.04c
KD
b 0.04
Total corrections −1.66 0.97
aIn Ref. [11] this entry had a typographical error.
bPolarization and KD are included in the definition of ˜D.
cAssumes polarization uncertainty of 0.05.
1. Nonuniform electron-energy thresholds
From Eq. (12), it can be seen that the proton-electron
correlation leads to a difference of 〈βe〉 for the two electron
detectors that pair with p1 (e.g., e3 and e2). This leads to
a contribution to vpi from the β asymmetry (A-coefficient
correlation), which cancels for a uniform neutron beam and
detector when the vpi from two axially symmetric proton cells
are averaged (e.g., cells p1 and p15). In the case of nonuni-
form electron-detector efficiencies, specifically due to spatial
variation of the electron-energy threshold, this cancellation
is not perfect and leads to a dependence on the azimuthal
proton-cell position, i.e., a dependence on proton-detector
plane; however, another symmetry arises because each electron
detector is paired with two azimuthally opposed proton cells
and contributes to the two vpi with opposite sign. This results in
cancellation of any efficiency variation to first order in sinφpi ,
as given in Eq. (13). The sin 2φpi dependence of vpi , however,
does not cancel.
The electron energy thresholds were measured to differ
between upstream and downstream phototubes by as much as
10–20 keV, resulting in the sin 2φpi dependence evident in
Fig. 9, where the combined data for vpi for all proton cells
in a single detector plane are shown as a function of φpi . The
dashed line shows the best fit to sinφpi -only, and the solid
curve includes a sin 2φpi contribution. Monte Carlo studies
with an upstream-downstream variation of electron threshold
of approximately 10 keV for a single electron detector show a
similar sin 2φpi contribution.
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FIG. 9. Results for vpi averaged for each of the four proton-
detector planes. The dashed line is a fit to sinφpi , and the solid
line includes a sin 2φpi term. Monte Carlo simulations show that a
sin 2φpi term will arise from ≈10 keV differences of the electron-
detection thresholds for upstream and downstream ends of the
electron detectors.
The Monte Carlo results also show that the axial depen-
dence of the electron thresholds are canceled when all four
proton-detector planes are combined and therefore does not
contribute significantly to ˜D as long as the proton efficiencies
are energy independent. The variation of proton-energy-
dependent efficiency, discussed below, could couple with an
electron-threshold variation. Coupling between the observed
relative efficiencies of proton detection and the Monte Carlo
model of electron-threshold variations lead to a correction to
˜D of (0.04 ± 0.1) × 10−4.
2. Proton-SBD efficiency variations (shift-threshold effect)
A set of typical calibrated proton-cell SBD spectra is shown
in Fig. 10 for both spin-flipper states and for both 125◦ and
145◦ coincidence angles. The electron detector at 145◦ has
approximately twice the rate as the 125◦ detector due to the
proton-electron correlation, which favors back-to-back proton
and electron momenta. The spectra for the two spin-flipper
states differ in both area (total number of counts, Npiej± ) and
spectral distribution due to the β asymmetry, which affects
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FIG. 10. Proton-cell SBD spectra for a single proton detector
(e.g., p1) for both electron detectors (e2 and e3) for both spin-flipper
states: up (neutron polarization parallel to B) and down (neutron
polarization antiparallel to B).
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FIG. 11. Differences of proton-detector centroids for proton cells
p1-p16 paired with electron detectors e2 and e3 as a function of axial
position. Odd and even proton detectors refer to p1, p3, etc. and
p2, p4, etc., respectively. Upward pointing triangles are for positive
cross product pp × pe, and the triangles pointing downward are for
negative cross product. Fluctuations from cell to cell reflect variations
of energy loss and other features of individual proton cells. The solid
line is a linear fit to the centroid differences.
the angular distribution of electrons and thus the proton
momentum. The energy deposited in the SBD in turn depends
on the incident proton momentum, position, and angle of
incidence on the proton cell. We characterize each spectrum
by a centroid, which depends on the neutron spin sate. The
difference of the centroids for the two spin-flipper states
varies with the axial position of each proton cell and varies
in magnitude from zero to about 125 eV. In Fig. 11, we show
the difference of the centroids as a function of proton-cell
position for a single proton-detector plane (p1-p16) pairedwith
the electron detectors at 125◦ and 145◦.
For the SBD spectra shown in Fig. 10, the low-energy
portion shows that the applied threshold allows detection of
almost all of the protons for both electron detectors and both
spin-flipper states; however, the SBD thresholds were adjusted
throughout the run in order to maintain the electronics’ noise
at a manageable level and minimize dead-time losses. In some
cases, the threshold cut significantly into the SBD spectra,
introducing a proton-energy-dependent detection efficiency.
Due to the dependence on neutron polarization, this energy
dependence could lead to a significant effect on the wpiej for
anSBDwith a high threshold, though the effect on vpi is largely
mitigated because the low-energy portion of the proton energy
spectrum is nearly equally affected for the two electron detec-
tors. Figure 12 shows that there are several notable anomalies
of thewpiej , for example, for proton cells p4 and p12; however,
as expected, the anomalies are similar for both electron-
detector pairings. Thus the vpi , as shown in Fig. 13, do not
appear to fluctuate significantly compared to other proton cells.
To estimate the effect on ˜D, neutron-polarization-
dependent proton-energy spectra were generated by Monte
Carlo simulations for all proton-detector–electron-detector
pairs and convoluted with a model of each detector’s re-
sponse. The model detector response (modified Gaussians
with separate widths above and below the centroid) were
based on measured proton-SBD spectra. These spectra and
the thresholds varied significantly during the course of the
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FIG. 12. wpiej for all proton cells paired with electron detectors
at 125◦ and 145◦ with respect to the proton plane. The open triangles
pointing upward are for positive cross product pp × pe, and the filled
triangles pointing downward are for negative cross product. The vpi
shown in Fig. 13 are found from the difference of the two wpiej for
each proton cell.
experiment, and the set of response functions was therefore
based on an average over the data subsets. Parameters of the
response functions were varied over a range characteristic
of the variations during the experiment in order to estimate
the uncertainties. The estimated correction to ˜D is (−0.29 ±
0.41) × 10−4. The effect was also estimated, with consistent
results, by correcting wpiej on a day-by-day basis using the
centroid shift and slope at threshold.
E. Beam expansion correction
The neutron-beam expansion affects the cancellation of
the β asymmetry [Eq. (12)] for axially paired proton cells
because the average of the electron velocity 〈βe〉 depends on
the radial size of the beam: for decay vertices further from the
center of the detector, the proton-electron angular separation
is larger, which corresponds to higher energy electrons. This
would be largely canceled by the combination of the vpi
prescribed by Eq. (14) because the difference of 〈βe〉 enters
with opposite sign for two adjacent proton cells (p1 and p2);
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FIG. 13. vpi for all proton cells for the experiment. The solid
and dashed lines are from the Monte Carlo simulation for realistic
experimental conditions shown in Fig. 14 with adjustment for each
proton-cell plane to account for transverse-polarization and beam-
shape effects.
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FIG. 14. Illustration of the contribution of broken symmetries to
˜D for longitudinal polarization. The 560-μT magnetic field makes
the magnitude of vpi larger for even detectors than for odd detectors
largely due to the difference of 〈βpieje 〉 for the two electron detectors.
The expanding beam makes the difference of average electron
velocities larger for downstream detectors since the larger beam leads
to larger proton-electron angular separation.
however, the magnetic field also affects the electron-proton
angular correlation, resulting in a magnetic-field dependence
of 〈βe〉; i.e., the difference of 〈βe〉 for the two electron detectors
e2 and e3 is smaller for odd detectors (p1, p3, p5, etc.) than
for even detectors (p2, p4, p6, etc.). The result is that the
dependence of vpi versus zpi is different for even and odd
proton cells. Figure 14 shows a comparison of a uniform,
nonexpanding neutron beam and the realistic beam based on
the beam-distribution maps of Fig. 4.
To estimate the correction, Monte Carlo simulations were
run using the measured neutron-beam distribution. A number
of simulations were run with different beam distributions
produced by shifting the maps by up to 2 mm and rotating by
5◦, both significantly greater than the mechanical alignment
constraints on the beamline and detector components. In
Fig. 15 we show the results for the beam expansion effect as a
function of magnetic field. The estimated correction to ˜D for
B = 560 μT is (−1.5 ± 0.4) × 10−4, where the uncertainty
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FIG. 15. The beam expansion effect as a function of magnetic
field determined by Monte Carlo simulations using the measured
beam profiles. The solid line is a fit to the slope, constraining the effect
to zero at B = 0. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainty
of the Monte Carlo simulations.
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is mainly due to the estimated change of the effect as the
beam-distribution models were varied.
F. Transverse-polarization effects
As discussed in Sec. II B, transverse asymmetries arise
in the experiment due to the polarization misalignment with
respect to the detector axis. The misalignment was determined
from the data including transverse-polarization calibration
runs combinedwithMonteCarlo simulation of the beam-shape
effects and by magnetic-field maps measured before and after
the run. The transverse polarization leads to a contribution
v
pi
T given in Eq. (13). For uniform-symmetric beam and
polarization, vpiT ∝ sin(φP − φpi ) and is canceled when data
from two opposing proton cells are combined; however, due
to the asymmetric neutron beam, the cancellation is not
complete. Displacement of the beam perpendicular to the
transverse polarization would result in a contribution to ˜D
that is the product of the polarization misalignment and the
perpendicular misalignment of the beam. This is called the
ATP or asymmetric-beam-transverse-polarization effect. An
additional effect arises if the transverse polarization is nonuni-
form, specifically if sinφP varies along the axis of the detector.
1. Asymmetric-beam-transverse-polarization effect
We have studied the ATP effect using transverse-
polarization calibration runs. Data from a transverse-
polarization calibration run, which amplifies the ATP effect,
is shown in Fig. 16. This amplified effect was then scaled
by the size of the transverse polarization for the experiment to
determine the effect on ˜D. Calibration runs at several azimuthal
angles φP mapped out the effect to provide a more accurate es-
timate. The size of the effect was also estimated inMonte Carlo
simulations with θP = 90◦ and several different values of φP .
For calibration runs, the axial-magnetic-field coils were
used to cancel the Earth’s field component along the detector
axis, and the transverse-field coils were used to produce a
field of about 100 μT perpendicular to the detector axis. The
azimuthal angle could be selected; however, due to power
supply limitations, the magnitude of the transverse field could
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 Even proton cells
FIG. 16. Results of a transverse-polarization calibration run with
φP = 0◦, i.e., polarization pointing in the xˆ direction (see Fig. 2 for
coordinate system definitions). Each point combines data for two
proton cells with the same |zα|. The solid line is a fit to the form of
Eq. (13).
not bemaintained at 100μT for all azimuthal angles. In Fig. 16,
we show the average vpiT for even and odd proton cells as
a function of φpi from a transverse-polarization calibration
run with θP = 90◦ and φP = 0◦. A total of 11 polarization-
calibration runs were taken over the course of the experiment.
For each run, the amplitude and the offset are determined by
fitting the data to a sinusoid. The average amplitude for all
calibration runs with θP = 90◦ is
〈vT 〉 = 0.456 ± 0.013, (16)
where the uncertainty is the standard deviation of the 11 best-fit
amplitudes.
For the data runs, θP is small; thus the asymmetric beam
shape contributes significantly to the φpi dependence of the
vpi . The beam maps shown in Fig. 4 show that, in addition
to the beam expansion, the center of gravity of the beam is
horizontally displaced from the detector axis and rises in the
vertical direction for the downstream map. To separate the
beam-shape and transverse-polarization effects, the vpi were
corrected for the beam-shape effect, which was determined
fromMonte Carlo simulations with no transverse polarization.
The value of sin θP is found by dividing the amplitude of
a sinusoid fit to the corrected vpi by the average amplitude
from the transverse-polarization calibration runs. In Fig. 17,
we show results of Monte Carlo studies for the beam-shape
effect along with data and the resulting estimate of the
transverse-polarization effect. The Monte Carlo results for the
beam-shape effect are very sensitive to the small differences
in the beam-map registration and orientation. This results in
large uncertainties in the transverse-polarization direction.
The results are
sin θP = (8.5 ± 4.3) × 10−3, φP = 40◦ ± 72◦.
The uncertainty is determined from the uncertainty on 〈vT 〉
and errors arising from the beam-shape correction and the
fit to the sin 2φP effect (Fig. 9). Alternatively, using the
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         Transverse-polarization effect  
FIG. 17. Beam-shape and transverse-polarization effects on vpi .
The filled squares show the average vpi for each proton-detector plane
as a function of azimuthal angle for the experiment. The solid line
is a fit to the data including the sin 2φpi contribution. The dotted
and dashed lines are, respectively, the estimated effects of the beam
shape and the transverse polarization. The beam-shape effect was
determined by Monte Carlo simulations for the beam maps shown
in Fig. 4; the transverse polarization effect was estimated from the
difference of the sinφpi -only fit (Fig. 9) and the beam-shape effect.
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FIG. 18. ATP effect ( ˜DATP ) as a function of φP . The data points
were determined from the 11 polarization-calibration runs scaled
by sin θP = 8.5 × 10−3. The solid line is a sinusoidal fit to the data
with the offset constrained to be zero. The dashed line, given by
0.48 × 10−4 sin(φP − 204◦), is the Monte Carlo prediction based on
beam maps for sin θP = 8.5 × 10−3. The horizontal bar extending
from −33.1◦ to 112.1◦ shows the range of φP based on Monte Carlo
estimates using reasonable variations of the beam-map registration.
magnetic-field maps discussed in Sec. IVC, we estimate
sin θP = (3.8 ± 1.0) × 10−3, φP = 45◦ ± 5◦,
which is consistent with the analysis using the data and
beam-shape correction. To determine the ATP correction, we
use the 1σ limits from the transverse-polarization calibration
runs, which give
sin θP  12.8 × 10−3, −32◦  φP  112◦.
These limits provide more conservative bounds on the ATP
effect than those based on the magnetic-field maps.
In Fig. 18, we show the data with fit and the result for the
Monte Carlomodel of the experiment for sin θP = 8.5 × 10−3.
From the fit and the values of θP and φP given above, we
determine the correction to ˜D of (−0.07 ± 0.72) × 10−4. The
relatively large uncertainty is due to the uncertain azimuthal
orientation of the polarization.
2. Polarization twist
A twist of the polarization, that is, an upstream-downstream
difference in φP , would not be canceled in combining 16
proton-cell vpi into ˜D. A limit on the polarization twist was
estimated by separating data for upstream (zpi  −6 cm) and
downstream (zpi  6 cm) proton cells and correcting for beam-
shape effects. The beam-shape-corrected data are shown in
Fig. 19. Sinusoid fits provide estimates forφP for upstream and
downstream portions of the detector of φupP = 14.3◦ ± 5.2◦
and φdnP = 16.6◦ ± 6.0◦, from which we estimate a maximum
upstream-downstream difference of φP = 13.5◦. We double
φP to account for a change over the entire length of the
proton-detector plane and use the fits from Fig. 18 to set an
upper limit on the magnitude of the ATP-twist effect of ˜D
of 0.24 × 10−4. This upper limit is reflected in the ATP-twist
uncertainty listed in Table IV.
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FIG. 19. Data, corrected for beam-shape effects, for vpi for
upstream and downstream proton cells. The solid lines indicate
sinusoidal fits with φupP = 14.3◦ ± 5.2◦ and φdnP = 16.6◦ ± 6.0◦.
3. Polarization nonuniformity
A nonuniform neutron polarization affects the cancellation
of the electron (A) and antineutrino (B) asymmetries in ˜D.
The polarization map, which measures the combination of
neutron-beam polarization P and the analyzer power AP , is
shown in Fig. 5. By assuming P = AP , the polarization as a
function of positionwas convolvedwith the density of neutron-
decay vertices determined by Monte Carlo simulations to
determine an effective polarization for the decays detected in
each proton cell. This was also studied by using data from both
transverse-polarization calibration runs and normal running.
This effective polarization varied by a few percent along the
beam axis due to the beam expansion; however, the average
over all cells in each proton detector varied by less than 0.005.
The effect on ˜D was estimated by Monte Carlo simulations
using the averaged polarization for each proton-detector plane.
A possible transverse polarization gradient ( ∂P
∂x
or ∂P
∂y
) was
also investigated with the Monte Carlo simulations and found
to have a negligible effect.
G. Uncertainties in polarization and K D
Uncertainties in P and KD lead to errors proportional
to ˜D. The polarization analysis described in Sec. IVB
results in the lower limit P > 0.91 (90% C.L.), and we take
P = 0.95 ± 0.05 for the purpose of analysis. The resulting
contribution to the uncertainty on ˜D is 0.05 ˜D, which is
given in Table IV. The kinematic quantities KpiD depend on
the proton-electron angular separation due primarily to the
cross product pp × pe and are different for the 125◦ and
145◦ proton-detector–electron-detector pairs. The KpiD were
determined by Monte Carlo simulations, and a number of pa-
rameters were varied, including beam size and shape, electron
backscattering fraction, and electron-energy threshold. For
proton-detector–electron-detector pairings at 125◦ and 145◦
we find |K125D | = 0.420 ± 0.008 and |K145D | = 0.335 ± 0.016,
where the uncertainties estimate the variation of KD as the
Monte Carlo parameters were varied. The average, used to
determine ˜D [see Eq. (12)], is
¯KD = 12
(∣∣K125D ∣∣+ ∣∣K145D ∣∣) = 0.378 ± 0.019. (17)
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The resulting contribution to the uncertainty is 0.05 ˜D =
0.04 × 10−4.
H. Spin flip and timing errors
Errors in thewpiej can also arise if the neutron polarization,
flux, or counting time in each spin-flipper state is dependent
on the spin-flipper state. In these cases, the error is approxi-
mately proportional to ˜D. For example, for the neutron flux
or density, the count rates would be modified such that
N
piej
± = Npiej0± (1 ± δF2 ), where N
piej
0 is the count rate for a
spin-flip-symmetric experiment and δF is the fractional change
in the flux. In the event of a dependence of the flux on the
spin-flipper state, the asymmetries would be modified from
the spin-flip-symmetric asymmetries wpiej0 . The measured
asymmetry is
wpiej ≈ wpiej0 + δF − wpiej0 δ2F + δF
(
w
piej
0
)2
. (18)
When the differences of the wpiej are combined into the vpi
and finally ˜D, the correction is
˜D0 − ˜D ≈ δ2F ˜D − O( ˜D2), (19)
where we assume the measured ˜D is approximately equal
to the corrected ˜D0. A spin-flip-correlated counting time
difference (δT ) and polarization difference (δP ) introduce
similar corrections.
Measured limits on the flux and counting time correlations
with spin-flipper state are δF < 0.004 and δT < 10−8, respec-
tively. Thus the corrections to ˜D due to spin-flip-correlated
flux and counting time variations are less than 0.01 × 10−4.
The spin-flipper efficiency was estimated to be greater than
0.95, implying δP < 0.05, corresponding to a correction to ˜D
of less than 0.04 × 10−4.
I. Summary of systematic error corrections
The corrections to ˜D are summarized in Table IV. The
polarization and instrumental constantsP and ¯KD are included
in the definition of ˜D and are not included as corrections;
however, the uncertainties on both are included in the table.
The total correction is the sum of all corrections. The
uncertainties are independent and are therefore combined in
quadrature to determine the total systematic-error uncertainty.
VII. RESULTS
A. Cross-checks
Several cross-checks have been performed to validate the
analysis and search for systematic errors. All cross-checks
were performed on blinded data. The cross-checks fall into
three main categories: (1) varying the cuts on experimental
parameters, (2) breaking up the data into subsets, and (3)
alternative definitions of ˜D that would be equivalent for an
ideal experiment.
1. Data cuts
The original cuts on experimental parameters listed in
Sec. IVG were established using nominal operating param-
eters within ranges set by typical variations that produced
useful data (e.g., for the flux-gate magnetometer zˆ component:
5.56  Bz  5.62 G). To investigate the effects of the cuts,
the nominal window was expanded by a factor of 2 in most
cases (i.e., 5.53  Bz  5.65 G), and the change in ˜D was
noted. For the minimum electron energy, the cut was lowered
to 40 keV, which was below the threshold in some channels,
and for electron-detector multiplicity, the cut was changed
from one to two. With the exception of the proton-acceleration
voltage discussed below, ˜D changed by less than 0.1 × 10−4,
i.e., less than 5% of the statistical error.
2. Data-subset studies
Each independent measurement of ˜D combines vpi from
16 proton cells, all of which have relatively high efficiency for
proton-electron coincidences; however, during the experiment,
individual proton-cell SBDs were turned off for extended
periods due to high leakage currents or noise. Possible
variations of the results due to varying experimental conditions
were studied by breaking up the blinded data into subsets
with roughly equal statistical weight. Subsets were separated
by several possible changes including proton-acceleration
voltage, number of operating SBDs, and changes to the
magnetic field prior to transverse-polarization calibration runs.
For each of the four ˜D measurements, 16 operating SBDs are
required; however, a number of data subsets had one or more
proton cells missing, in which case we report the weighted
average of all available full sets of 16 proton cells. The results
for the subsets are shown in Fig. 20. A possible correlation
of ˜D with high voltage was revealed in the study of cuts and
investigated with data subsets shown in Fig. 20. Assuming ˜D
is independent of acceleration voltage results in χ2 = 10.4 for
12 degrees of freedom. Allowing a linear dependence of ˜D
with acceleration voltage results in χ2 = 5.6 for 11 degrees of
freedom. The change in χ2 implies a 2.1σ slope. In addition,
the acceleration-voltage dependence of the focusing properties
was extensively studied by Monte Carlo simulations, which
showed no effect correlating ˜D with acceleration voltage. We
therefore consider the preference for a slope to be an accidental
correlation.
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FIG. 20. Results for ˜D by data subset. The proton-acceleration
voltage and the proton-cell sets included for each subset are indicated.
(Proton-cell set 1 refers to |zpi | = ±2 cm, etc.) The weighted average
of all subsets is 0.58 ± 2.14 with χ 2 = 10.4 for 12 degrees of
freedom.
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3. Alternative definitions of D
The definition of ˜D given in Eq. (14) averages the smallest
number of proton cells (i.e., 16) that cancel the β and neutrino
asymmetries in the presence of transverse polarization and
the 560-μT magnetic field. Our final result, the weighted
average of the four independent determinations of ˜D, thus has
the smallest possible statistical error. For a uniform detector
and beam, D can also be defined as (a) the simple average of
all 64 vpi , which differs from ˜D only due to small changes
in weighting of the individual vpi ; (b) the average of the
combined data from four individual proton-detector planes;
(c) the offset when the vpi are fit to a sinusoid [Eq. (13)]; (d)
the offset for the sinusoid fit of the averages of vpi for each
proton-detector plane; or e) the paired proton-cell approach
used in the analysis of emiT-I data [9]. The results for D are
all found to be consistent with ˜D for all analyses based on
vpi , i.e., (a)–(d). The paired-proton-cell approach, method (e),
is known to be very sensitive to the proton-threshold effect
discussed in Sec. VID and produced a significantly different
value. Correcting for the estimated proton-threshold effect on
D based on day-to-day correction of the wpiej yielded a value
consistent with ˜D. Cross-checks were also performed on data
subsets and found to be consistent with the exception of the
31-kV data for which a large number of proton cells were not
operating.
A blind analysis of the asymmetries was adopted by adding
a quantity KpiejD B to each wpiej [Eq. (9)] so that when ˜D
was extracted from Eq. (14) it was offset from the true
value by B, where −0.01  B  0.01. The factor B was
revealed and subtracted as the final analysis step, after the
corrections for systematic errors and all uncertainties were
determined.
B. Final result
When averaged over the entire run, each proton cell was
operational for a majority of the time and had a high average
efficiency. We can therefore combine counts for the entire
run to determine the vpi and to extract ˜D for each set of 16
proton cells. The results for the four separate ˜D are presented
in Fig. 21 and Table V. The weighted average of the four is
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FIG. 21. Results for ˜D for the entire experiment for each set of 16
proton cells. The weighted average, indicated by the shaded region,
is 0.72 ± 1.89 with χ 2 = 0.8 for three degrees of freedom.
TABLE V. Results for the experiment for the four independent
proton-cell sets in units of 10−4. Uncertainties are statistical errors
only.
Proton-cell set |z| (cm) ˜D
1 2 2.57 ± 3.49
2 6 −1.57 ± 3.67
3 10 1.60 ± 4.08
4 14 0.20 ± 3.93
Average 0.72 ± 1.89
〈 ˜D〉 = (0.72 ± 1.89) × 10−4. When combined with the total
of the corrections listed in Table IV, our final result is
D = [−0.94 ± 1.89(stat) ± 0.97(sys)] × 10−4. (20)
This differs from the result from Ref. [11] due to refinement
of the additive corrections for background and backscattering,
which changed by −0.07 × 10−4 and 0.09 × 10−4, respec-
tively.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Our result represents the most sensitive measurement of
D in nuclear β decay and can be interpreted in terms of
possible extensions of the Standard Model. Rewriting Eq. (7)
gives
D  T = 2|λ|1+ 3|λ|2
[
sinφAV + 12Im{
˜C+S ( ˜C+T )∗ + ˜C−S ( ˜C−T )∗}
]
,
(21)
where ˜C±S = (CS ± C ′S)/CV and ˜C±T = (CT ± C ′T )/CA, and
we have neglected the order-α radiative corrections, which
yield negligible contributions given existing limits on scalar
and tensor currents.
If we assume no scalar or tensor currents, our result
constrains the complex phase between the axial-vector and
vector currents to φAV = 180.012◦ ± 0.028◦ (68% C.L.). If
all currents are allowed, for example due to leptoquark
exchange, the equation contains five phases, making it difficult
to compare the sensitivity of our experiment with respect to
other probes without further assumptions. In the specific case
where there are no special cancellations between terms, we
estimate the sensitivity of ourmeasurement under two different
assumptions. Figure 22(a) shows the limits on the imaginary
component of the scalar currents, under the assumption that
the tensor currents are purely real and equal to the largest value
allowed by present constraints. In this case, because the limits
on ˜C+T are much smaller than those on ˜C
−
T our result is most
sensitive to the imaginary component of ˜C−S . Figure 22(b)
shows a similar plot but now under the assumption that scalar
currents are purely real and equal to the largest value allowed
by present constraints.
The result for D presented here has comparable statistical
and systematic uncertainties. Thus an improved experiment
with the same apparatus would need both more neutron decays
and reduced systematic effects. A new beamline (NGC) under
construction at NCNR and the PF-1 beam at ILL could provide
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FIG. 22. Sensitivity to T -violating couplings due to scalar and tensor currents from this work compared to limits from other experiments. (a)
Sensitivity to the imaginary part of scalar couplings, assuming tensor currents to be purely real and equal to the largest presently allowed value
˜C−T = 0.12. The bounds labeled “R from n” are from Ref. [34], and those labeled “little a in 0+ → 0+” are from a combination of Refs. [47]
and [48]. (b) Sensitivity to the imaginary part of tensor couplings, assuming scalar currents to be purely real and equal to the largest presently
allowed value ˜C−S = 0.1. The bounds labeled “little a from 6He” are from Ref. [49] and those labeled “R from 8Li” are from Ref. [50]. The
current work is labeled “emiT.” All allowed regions represent 95% confidence levels.
a factor of 10 or more increase of neutron decay rate. Reducing
the three major systematic corrections requires eliminating the
proton-threshold variations, a more symmetric neutron beam,
and a smaller magnetic field. The symmetry of the neutron
beam is most strongly affected by the supermirror-bender
neutron polarizer, while the 560-μTmagnetic field was chosen
to effect sufficient velocity averaging of transverse-neutron
polarization produced in the current-sheet spin flipper. An
alternative polarizer is a steady-state polarized 3He spin filter
[51]. Intense cold neutron beams have been shown to affect
the rubidium and 3He polarization [52]; however, this appears
to be a solvable technical challenge [53]. The 560-μT guide
field can be reduced by using an adiabatic-fast-passage neutron
spin flipper and effective shimming of the magnetic field along
with shielding of external field perturbations. Thus a factor of
3 or more improvement in sensitivity to D appears within
reach with the current apparatus. Extending the sensitivity
to the level of final-state effects (DFSI ≈ 10−5) and beyond
is a well-motivated goal that would require an apparatus
with greater geometric efficiency for both proton and electron
detectors.
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